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I told you I was leaving 
At least a hundred times 
But you always laughed out loud 
Laughed until you cried 

Cause I was always waiting on the other side of the
door 
To welcome dysfunction back home 
Until today, when I looked in the mirror and I didnÂ’t
know my own name 
I'm leaving tonight; I'll turn out the light 

CHORUS 
Ain't it funny how the darkness makes everything seem
oh so clearly 
When your own the ground face down how you can see
everything oh so differently 
You won't even notice, that I'm gone 
Till you wake up and you are all alone 
Then you'll point fingers 
Casue your the ultimate deceiver 

No way no how...... Will I take you back 
And you will not black mail me with your hypocrisy 
Your the perfect contradiction of yourself Jekyll and
Hyde 

You have no control this time 
IÂ’m leaving tonight....... IÂ’ll turn out the light 

CHORUS 
Ain't it funny how the darkness makes everything seem
oh so clearly 
When youÂ’re on the ground face down how you can
see everything oh so differently 
You won't even notice, that I'm gone 
Till you wake up and you are all alone 
Then you'll point fingers 
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Casue your the ultimate deceiver 

Egotistical manipulator you've always been the
instigator of my moods 
Now the sky is falling you'll come crawling back telling
me how you can change your tune 
But I donÂ’t want you to 
You wonÂ’t even notice that I'm gone 
Till you wake up and your all alone 
Then you'll point fingers 
Cause your the ultimate deceiver 
Then you'll point fingers 
Cause your the ultimate deceiver
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